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Vice-Chancellor’s Outstanding Contribution to
Teaching and Learning Award
The Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning (OCTAL) Award recipients are
recommended to the Vice-Chancellor by a committee which considers nominations from
colleagues and students, as well as supporting documentation from the nominees.
THE 2022 VICE-CHANCELLOR’S AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO TEACHING
AND LEARNING IS AWARDED TO:

Dr Emma Heffernan
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Dr Emma Heffernan is the foundation Academic Program Director of
the Honours Degree in Architectural Engineering, established in 2019.
Emma creates a learning environment where her students are
empowered to think in different ways. Emma treats her students as
individuals and gets the most out of them through superbly crafted
learning design and assessment tasks. Her Moodle sites are 5-star
examples of best practice. In a male dominated discipline, Emma is a
wonderful role model for and supporter of the School’s female
students and academics.
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Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning
Faculty Award
Faculty Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning (OCTAL) Awards are awarded to
academic staff who are recognised for their contribution to teaching and learning within their
Faculty/College.
Awards are presented in the following categories:
–

Faculty OCTAL Awards

–

Faculty Sessional OCTAL Award

–

Faculty Early Career OCTAL Award

THE 2022 RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY OCTAL AWARDS ARE:

Dr Noelene Weatherby-Fell
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr Noelene Weatherby-Fell is an integral and long serving academic of
the School of Education. Noelene’s OCTAL Award is a testament to her
dedication, unflagging energy and enthusiasm as an educator,
curriculum designer, and student advocate. In her role as Head of
Students, she has guided, supported, and inspired hundreds of
students through complex issues pertaining to course progression
and/or student welfare across the School's undergraduate and
postgraduate cohort with professionalism and empathy. It is the
combination of skills and personal attributes that make Noelene a
worthy recipient of this Award.

Dr Maria Heui-Yeong Kim
Faculty of Business and Law
Dr Maria Kim's sustained commitment to excellence in learning and
teaching is deeply rooted in her sincere care for students and their
learning. Building on her love and care for students, Maria strives to
implement innovative and creative learner-centred pedagogy and
work integrated learning opportunities in the classroom which have
inspired numerous students in finance. In addition to her contributions
in the classroom, Maria demonstrates leadership in learning and
teaching through her roles as an Academic Program Director in the
Business undergraduate programs and as an accredited peer reviewer
positively influencing teaching practice of others.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED

Dr Erin Jade Twyford
Faculty of Business and Law
Dr Erin Twyford is a dedicated and student-focused educator who
cultivates rich learning environments to support all students. Erin
fosters career-ready students through designing authentic industry-led
experiences, to ensure accounting students have opportunities to
practice essential employability skills and develop their professional
identities. Erin drives innovation in her teaching through exploring
technology-enhanced learning and fostering scholarly teaching and
learning practice. Erin demonstrates educational leadership and is
celebrated by her students for being approachable, inclusive and
innovative.

Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning
UOW Sessional Staff Award
THE 2022 RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SESSIONAL STAFF OCTAL AWARDS ARE:

Dr Ellen Zhao
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Dr Ellen Zhao has been a dedicated sessional teaching staff member of
the Faculty for more than ten years. It has been a pleasure to watch
her grow through her undergraduate and post-graduate studies and
now as a post-doctoral research fellow. Ellen has made sustained and
significant contributions to teaching a range of subjects at the School
of Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering as well as subjects
across different schools. Ellen enthusiastically engages with students
through creating an interactive learning experience and providing
active support to all her students. Currently, Ellen is also committed to
an innovative research project in collaboration with ANSTO.
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Dr Usman Khalil
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences

Dr Usman Khalil is a great tutor in the School of Civil, Mining, and
Environmental Engineering. Usman quickly acquired strong skills
to deliver his subjects effectively, fully understanding the needs of
his students. He is able to make complex equations and concepts
understandable in a concise and easy to access way. Usman has done
an outstanding job in Moodle development and making online
teaching attractive over his 4-year PhD program. This Award is in
recognition of his substantial contribution to the School’s teaching
environment, and his high level of dedication, craftsmanship and
reliability.
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Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning
Early Career Faculty Teaching Award
THE 2022 RECIPIENTS OF THE OCTAL EARLY CAREER FACULTY TEACHING AWARDS ARE:

Dr Tairan Kevin Huang
Faculty of Business and Law
Dr Kevin Huang has made a significant contribution and commitment
to student learning in the accounting discipline. In particular, his
leadership in devising a range of interactive and innovative digital
approaches has challenged accounting students to break through a
superficial understanding of accounting while ensuring they are career
ready. Kevin's dedication to teaching and learning has an inspiring
effect on his colleagues and students.
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Dr Abdullah Al-Mamun
Faculty of Business and Law
Dr Abdullah Al-Mamum is a committed educator who journeys as a
partner with his students across complex settings making theories and
concepts simple through his careful applications. His command of
curriculum design captures and sustains interest across multiple
modes of delivery. Abdullah’s dedication to continuous improvement
ensures learning experiences that meet the needs of a diverse cohort
of students with ever-changing needs in a field that is constantly
evolving. Importantly, Abdullah’s teaching is informed by his research,
which enables the teaching and learnings experiences of his students
to be at the forefront of leading business issues.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in
Research
The Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Research recognise:
•

Researcher of the Year: Acknowledging outstanding contributions by individuals or
teams.

•

Emerging Researchers: Encouraging outstanding achievement within the first seven
years of a research career.

•

Outstanding Achievement in Research Partnership and Impact: Recognising the
importance that UOW research staff play in the process of initiating, developing,
enhancing and managing UOW’s research partnerships and contributing to the
translation of UOW research outcomes to industry, government and the community.

•

Research Supervision: Acknowledging ongoing commitment and dedication to
successful research student supervision.

Research Excellence Award for Researcher of the Year
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR RESEARCHER OF THE
YEAR IS:

Distinguished Professor Shujun Zhang
Australian Institute for Innovative Materials
Distinguished Professor Shujun Zhang, recipient of the '2021 NSW
Premier’s Prize for Science & Engineering: Excellence in Mathematics,
Earth Sciences, Chemistry or Physics category', is an internationally
renowned expert in functional ceramic materials. His cutting-edge
research ranges from pushing boundaries in the fundamental
understanding of dielectric and piezoelectric phenomena through to
developing and translating novel technologies to industry, outcomes
directly applicable to UN SDGs of Healthy Lives & Wellbeing (3) and
Affordable and Clean Energy (7). Shujun’s dedication to nurturing the
next generation of materials scientists and engineers has made him a
sought-after supervisor and mentor, and has led to his diverse, highperforming team drawn from across industry and academia.
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Research Excellence Award for Emerging Researcher
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR EMERGING
RESEARCHER IS:

Dr Marlene Longbottom
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Dr Marlene Longbottom’s work centres on Indigenous knowledge
systems, privileges, Indigenous voices and experiences, restoring the
power of previous settler colonial legacies. Her work focusses on
community-based research, capacity building and supporting
community capability, along with trauma and violence at the
interpersonal and systemic levels. Marlene has published in
international and national journals and received multiple national
competitive grants totalling over $7 million. In 2021, she was awarded
an Australian Research Council, Discovery Indigenous Grant,
commencing (2022-2026) titled: Navigating the Carceral Interface. This
grant totals over $1.287 million, and Marlene is the lead Chief
Investigator.

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Dr Nana Wang
Australian Institute for Innovative Materials
Dr Nana Wang is an emerging research leader in the fields of materials
science and electrochemistry. She has been at the forefront of
international efforts to develop next-generation, low-cost, high energy
density batteries. She has published 63 papers in prestigious journals,
such as Nature Communications, Advanced Materials, and Energy and
Environmental Science. Since obtaining her PhD, Nana has played the
leading role in five research projects and participated in other projects
as a key investigator. She has also led the establishment of academic
collaborations with top international universities, including the
University of Texas at Austin.
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Research Excellence Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Research Partnership and Impact
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP
AND IMPACT AWARD IS:

Dr Katarina Mikac
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Industry Partner: Great Eastern Ranges, NSW National Parks Association
Dr Katarina Mikac’s partnership with The Great Eastern Ranges Wildlife
Corridor projects in the Southern Highlands and South Coast has
resulted in community-led, scientifically validated improvements to
the environmental outcomes for threatened species and the people
and communities that live there. This supports positive environmental
solutions to historical land clearing practises. The partnership, through
the research findings, community engagement, and research training,
directly addresses the UN SDGs of Climate Action (13), Life on Land (15),
Sustainable Cities and Communities (11), Quality Education (4), Gender
Equality (5) and importantly, Partnerships for the Goals (17).
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Research Excellence Award for Excellence in Research
Supervision
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH SUPERVISION FOR EMERGING
RESERCHERS AWARD IS:

Dr David Cortie
Australian Institute for Innovative Materials
Dr David Cortie researches the relationship between the crystal
structure and function of solids. A recent focus has been on energyefficient electronic materials, including thermoelectrics that can recycle
waste heat into green electricity, aligning with the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. His group make use of X-ray and neutron
diffraction techniques. David is a highly committed supervisor who
enjoys spending time with his students both in the lab and on the
beamlines at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation. He aims for his students to develop individual strengths
with specific scientific techniques, together with necessary skills in
communication, time-management, and teamwork.
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Dr Hui Chen (Rita) Chang
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Dr Hui Chen (Rita) Chang is regarded as one of our outstanding HDR
Supervisors in the School of Nursing. Rita demonstrates an excellent
commitment to the development of her HDR candidates and serves as
an exemplary role model and mentor who coaches candidates to work
with their strengths and develop their skills to achieve their research
goals. Rita is skilled at ensuring each student establishes the best
connection with industry partners as well as encouraging independent
thinking. Rita’s research is focused on geriatric and aged care, leading a
number of related research projects.
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Dr Andrew Whelan
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr Andrew Whelan is a sociologist known for his work on digital modes
of media, music and governance. He is a dedicated supervisor with
particular expertise in guiding interdisciplinary HDR projects. Andrew
apprentices students into the serious play of research and gives them
latitude to take their work in directions that suit their strength and
interests – without compromising robust method. This 'aliveness' of
ideas and projects that students comment on is complemented by a
humane response to student diversity and setbacks, sound judgement,
and useful information to help them address their needs and produce
research of social significance.
THE 2022 JOINT RECIPIENTS OF THE EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH SUPERVISION FOR SENIOR
RESEARCHERS AWARD ARE:

Professor Faisal I. Hai
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Professor Faisal Hai is an outstanding research supervisor whose
approach to working with Higher Degree Research (HDR) students and
early career researchers strongly reflects the values of the University.
Faisal provides a collaborative and supportive environment for HDR
students, empowering them to achieve excellent research outcomes
directly related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. With a
passion for equity, diversity and inclusion, Faisal conscientiously
focuses on mentoring women and other underrepresented minorities
to overcome perceived barriers to Engineering research and education.

Professor Peter Kelly
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Professor Peter Kelly has a long history of quality HDR supervision at
UOW – where he has served as an exemplary role model and mentor in
both Psychology and the Faculty. Despite heavy governance roles, and
significant teaching loads, Peter has always made time for his students.
He has consistently gone well beyond what is normally expected from
an HDR supervisor – with all six student testimonials highlighting his
professionalism, skills and knowledge, as well as the effort, passion and
caring that he puts into his supervision. Peter has also been a strong
advocate for diversity and inclusion for both students and staff.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Reconciliation Award
The Vice-Chancellor’s Reconciliation Award recognises the commitment and valuable
contributions of individuals and teams across UOW who have achieved outstanding outcomes
within the University and beyond, in their efforts toward Reconciliation. The Award is a symbol
of achievement in fostering an inclusive community environment, actively creating cultural
safety for staff and students and building relationships with Indigenous Australia by way of their
contribution in a positive and meaningful way.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE RECONCILIATION AWARD IS:

Dr Kylie Lingard
Faculty of Business and Law
This award recognises the leadership of Dr Kylie Lingard within the
School of Law, Faculty and beyond, and acknowledges her
commitment to elevating the voice and place of First Nations people
in all that she does, thereby advancing the UOW Reconciliation goals
and objectives. Her genuine passion and commitment are enacted
across her teaching, research and governance/service contributions in
which she has walked and talked reconciliation objectives in many
ways for many years. Kylie’s leadership has led to strong momentum
in the School for positive change that has enhanced the experiences
and opportunities of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander law students
and built wonderful opportunities to further enhance the cultural
competencies of staff and students in the School.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in
Community Engagement
The Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Community Engagement recognises that
integrating teaching, research, community and business enhances our research and enriches
student and community development. Connecting communities is considered to be an integral
part of the work of the University.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE EXCELLENCE IN COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AWARD IS:

Associate Professor Vida Bliokas
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
This award recognises Associate Professor Vida Bliokas for her
outstanding engagement with the community in the field of suicide
prevention. Vida is a founding member of the Illawarra Shoalhaven
Suicide Prevention Collaborative, a group that has now grown to
include over 40 key organisations across all aspects of the community,
as well as over 20 people with lived experience, who work together to
prevent suicide, suicidal behaviours and negative impacts of suicide.
Vida devotes time, energy, knowledge, skills and compassion to help
the Collaborative grow and succeed. Her contributions in community
engagement make her an outstanding representative of the University
and of the University’s values.
HIGHLY COMMENDED

SEED Team
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr Julaine Allan, Andrea Knezevic and Dr Katarzyna Olcoń
The SEED team of Dr Julaine Allan, Andrea Knezevic and Dr Katarzyna Olcoń has shared ideas,
research, skills and expertise with Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District (ISLHD) and the
SEED staff wellbeing program for the past two and a half years. All members of the team have
contributed their time and support to SEED, and subsequently the ISLHD healthcare workforce,
well beyond the expectations of their roles as UOW staff. All team members have worked on
supporting and promoting SEED, creating the evidence base to ensure its sustainability and
facilitate its growth across the ISLHD and NSW.

L to R: Dr Julaine Allan, Andrea Knezevic and Dr Katarzyna Olcoń
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Rosemary Cooper Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
Award
The Rosemary Cooper Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Award has been provided in honour of
Rosemary Cooper who worked in the Faculty of Commerce from 1988 to 2011. The Award
recognises the achievement of an Academic or Professional Services Staff member who has
either developed initiatives or programs that address the University’s strategic goals around
diversity and inclusion, or has overcome significant personal barriers in their employment and
career or made a significant contribution in supporting staff or students to overcome such
barriers.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE ROSEMARY COOPER EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
AWARD IS:

Korin Brown
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Korin Brown is the brains behind the Equity Diversity and Inclusion
Allies Hangouts, an initiative that empowers current and aspiring allies
to move from enthusiasm to understanding and action. In the EDI
Allies Hangouts, participants develop their own understanding of the
lived experiences of people with diverse and marginalised identities.
Korin has developed a safe and respectful environment that is open
and judgment-free, where no question is off-limits, and no topic is
taboo. The result has been participants who become better allies and a
workplace culture that is constantly becoming more inclusive.
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Angela Cowan
Pro Vice-Chancellor (Strategy and Planning) Portfolio
Angela Cowan is nominated for her exceptional contribution to equity,
diversity and inclusion, both in her role as projects officer in the Safe
and Respectful Communities (SARC) Team, Ally Network and Ally
Network Advisory Group. Angela enthusiastically and tirelessly strives to
ensure equity groups and intersectional issues are incorporated into
SARC training and resources and champions gender, sex and sexuality
diversity by setting up communications channels, managing events
and bringing people together to increase their awareness of LGBTIQ+
issues.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Outstanding Service
for Professional Services Staff
The Vice-Chancellor’s Outstanding Service Awards are presented each year to Professional
Services Staff who have achieved exceptional success, delivered outstanding service and/or
have shown a recognised initiative or innovation in their work or have demonstrated sustained
leadership.

THE 2022 VICE-CHANCELLOR’S OUTSTANDING SERVICE FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
STAFF RECIPIENTS ARE:

Tina Mak
Faculty of Business and Law
Tina Mak has been going above and beyond, facilitating social inclusion
and high-quality achievement of goals in the School of Business, and
she deserves to be recognised for her tireless efforts and
professionalism. In all of the Faculty’s changes, Tina has been a
lighthouse of clarity, knowledge, wisdom, and reassurance. On her own,
she addresses our school's teaching administrative demands,
previously addressed by a team of multiple people. She offers practical
and creative solutions, drawing on her extensive experience with the
School, for teaching, subject coordination and delivery problems. These
empower teaching academics, allowing them to focus on pedagogical
work, for best student outcomes.

Michael Parlas
Australian Institute for Innovative Materials
Michael Parlas developed and implemented a digital laboratory
inspection checklist within AIIM which has streamlined procedures,
removed duplication, eliminated substantial waste, and has resulted in
significant time efficiencies for himself and other staff, allowing him to
respond to safety issues in a timelier manner. This initiative has the
potential to be applied throughout other areas of the University.
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International Team
Faculty of Business and Law
Michael Grainger, Sean Lu, Melek Nazenin, Erin Snape
This nomination involves two interconnected initiatives that were developed and implemented
in preparation and response to the challenging return of international students. The welcome
session initiative ensured that students, no matter when they arrived during their trimester,
would have access to an extensive information session to ensure their academic success. The
international Students Buddy Program guaranteed every international student, who needed it,
would have access to a mentor (Buddy) for the first 14 days after their arrival in Australia.
Combined, the programs ensured that international students had access to help during a very
uncertain time in Australia.

L to R: Michael Grainger, Sean Lu, Melek Nazenin, Erin Snape

Molecular Horizons Team
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Dr Sarah Abbot, Dr Tracey Berg, Tracey Gibson, Dr Diane Thuyvi Ly, Kayla Morlando
This Award recognises the Molecular Horizon team's contributions to transforming the newly
constructed Paul Wellings (Molecular Horizon) building into a fully functional research facility.
Because of their efforts, staff and students can work in a safe, productive and supportive
environment where cutting-edge research is supported by world class laboratory operations.
The Molecular Horizons team have implemented new processes including inductions and
training, as well as refining existing practices. They have at each point pre-empted the needs of
staff and researchers to prevent any loss of productivity for the institute and ensured a safe
work environment for all.

L to R: Dr Sarah Abbot, Dr Tracey Berg, Tracey Gibson, Dr Diane Ly, Kayla Morlando
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UOW Exams Team
Student and Accommodation Services Division, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) Portfolio,
Information Management and Technology Services
Jenel Elrick, Daniel Judge, Xanthe Knox, Elizabeth Kuskovska, Georgie Mason, Ellenie
Petrou, Kate Schreiber, Kristina Tanaskovska
University examinations are highly visible and the team that supports this process consistently
worked around very challenging COVID circumstances resulting in ongoing changes to public
health orders and impacts to Exam delivery. This resulted in the last six major examination
periods being delivered differently and in many cases a hybrid model of complex settings and
arrangements. An additional unexpected challenge in Spring 2021 required their expertise and
dedication and could have derailed the entire exams period. However, the cross functional team
rallied and supported each other to execute Zoom invigilated examinations which was a
momentous achievement.

Top row (L to R): Jenel Elrick, Daniel Judge, Xanthe Knox, Elizabeth Kuskovska
Bottom row (L to R): Georgie Mason, Ellenie Petrou, Kate Schreiber, Kristina Tanaskovska
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Clinical Placements Team
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Erin Cope, Jenny Deura, Carol Kendall, Ray Leung, Tracy Metcalfe, Jasmin Pearce, Natalie
Pero, Grant Turner, Tracey Wheatley
The SMAH Clinical Placement team has excelled in providing exceptional services to students
and schools and external stakeholders by facilitating and coordinating student placement
opportunities throughout the pandemic. Whilst the challenges presented are still present
today, the SMAH Student Placement Team and the UOW Verification Team have both
demonstrated how innovation, flexibility, exceptional customer service and overall tenacity can
help our students reach their goals.

Top row (L to R): Erin Cope, Jenny Deura, Carol Kendall,
Middle row (L to R): Jasmin Pearce, Tracy Metcalfe, Grant Turner
Bottom row (L to R): Natalie Pero, Ray Leung, Tracey Wheatley
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Marie Lewis Award
The Marie Lewis Award has been provided in honour of Marie Lewis, a graduate of the University
of Wollongong who worked in Student Administration from 1978 to 1997. The Award recognises
the achievement of a member of Professional Services Staff who is completing a degree at
UOW. Selection is based on academic performance as well as service to the University and its
students.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE MARIE LEWIS AWARD IS:

Claire Carter
Research and Innovation Division
Claire Carter has achieved outstanding results in her Master of Business
Analytics while simultaneously juggling her role as Associate Director,
Research Analytics and Systems and supporting her young family. At
work, Claire has been instrumental in the delivery of the UOW Research
Stocktake, the new publication system and the Research Systems
Roadmap in partnership with IMTS. She has made significant progress
on improving the Research Active Policy and preparing for UOW's
upcoming submission to the national Excellence in Research for
Australia (ERA) assessment in 2023. Claire and her team in the RSO are
renowned for their dedication, customer service, resourcefulness and
commitment to data transparency.
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Kristy Adams Award
for Excellence in Health and Safety
The Vice-Chancellor's Kristy Adams Award for Excellence in Health and Safety was first
established in 2015 as the Award for Workplace Health & Safety.
In 2022 the award was renamed in memory of Kristy Adams, whose dedication and passion for
health and safety made her a highly respected team member of the WHS Unit. Through this
award, we recognise her invaluable contribution providing a safe environment for the UOW
community. The award aims to encourage, recognise, and celebrate staff making significant
contributions to improve health and safety performance at UOW.
THE 2022 RECEIPIENT OF THE KRISTY ADAMS AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN HEALTH AND
SAFETY IS:

Discovery Space
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Carly Antonelli, Liam Buckley, Liz Depers, Vanessa Johnson, Rebecca Rivinoja, Grant
Strangman
The Discovery Space team reflects the excellence, performance and dedication that UOW
values throughout their daily work with children and families. Being one of the first groups to
return on campus during the pandemic, they showed dedication to the community by not only
providing a fun and educational place for families, but ensuring it was safe every minute of each
day. They continue to clean every inch of the Discovery Space daily and have done so for the
past two years since the start of the pandemic.

L to R: Carly Antonelli, Liam Buckley, Vanessa Johnson, Rebecca Rivinoja, Grant Strangman
Not pictured: Liz Depers
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Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Global Strategy
The Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Global Strategy recognises staff who have achieved
outstanding success, given exceptional service and/or have demonstrated extraordinary
leadership or innovation in their work with a specific emphasis on driving UOW’s global strategy
and profile.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE GLOBAL STRATEGY AWARD IS:

Master of Business Administration Subject Coordinators
Faculty of Business and Law
Associate Professor Shahriar Akter, Dr Osama Al Hares, Dr Paul Chad, Dr Florian Gerth,
Associate Professor Belinda Gibbons, Dr Martin Gold, Dr Mohan Guruswamy, Professor
Payyazhi Jayashree, Senior Professor David Johnstone, Professor Grace McCarthy,
Associate Professor Martin O’Brien, Dr Kashif Saleem, Dr Arijit Sikdar, Dr David Tan, Dr
Sharna Wiblen, Dr Ananda Wickramasinghe, Associate Professor Venkat Yanamandram
The UOW Dubai and UOW Wollongong MBA teams have created high impact shared learning
experiences for our students. Highlights include synchronous lectures and joint online
classrooms, cross campus groupwork tackling global issues, the Global Business Challenges
subject, connecting students to industry leaders and alumni via webinars and online MBA
Conferences, and dissemination of our innovations and experiences to the UOW community.
These practices and innovations align with, and contribute to UOW’s Global Strategy. The MBA
team serves as a role model for future global business leaders in the MBA program as well as
leading by example for other global UOW programs.

Top row (L to R): Associate Professor Shahriar Akter, Dr Paul Chad, Dr Florian Gerth, Associate
Professor Belinda Gibbons, Dr Martin Gold, , Professor Payyazhi Jayashree
Bottom row (L to R): Senior Professor David Johnstone, Professor Grace McCarthy, Associate
Professor Martin O’Brien, Dr David Tan, Dr Sharna Wiblen, Dr Ananda Wickramasinghe,
Associate Professor Venkat Yanamandram
Not pictured: Dr Osama Al Hares, Dr Mohan Guruswamy, Dr Kashif Saleem, Dr Arijit Sikdar
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Special Award for Embedding Aboriginal
Ceremony into UOW’s Graduation
This award recognises exceptional performance, and is not necessarily awarded every
year. The Vice-Chancellor selects recipients for their exceptional contribution to the
University.
THE 2022 RECIPIENT OF THE SPECIAL AWARD IS:

Graduation Team
Woolyungah Indigenous Centre, Current Students Events Team, Strategic Marketing and
Communications Division
In 2022, UOW reimagined our Graduation proceedings by connecting these celebrations with
our rich Indigenous history. Held at both Wollongong and Shoalhaven campuses, Aboriginal
ceremonial practices were weaved together with previous Graduation processes to create new
UOW traditions. This included embedding local aboriginal artwork into all aspects of Graduation
and commencing with Aboriginal community members leading out the academic procession
with a smoking ceremony, engaging in song and sharing vibrations of the Yidaki, a musical
instrument from Arnhem Land. This was followed by a Welcome to Country and the academic
procession wearing the Aboriginal flag on their gowns.
Led by UOW’s Indigenous Strategy Unit, in consultation with local Aboriginal Community,
including the Coomaditchie United Aboriginal Corporation enabled a resurgence of
engagement with UOW from local elders.
Woolyungah Indigenous Centre, Current Student Events Team and Strategic Marketing and
Communications are being recognised for advancing and embracing inclusive practices. By
walking alongside one another and trusting one another, they exhibited courage in taking risks
and challenging existing university practices. The University is very proud to showcase a
Graduation to our students, that is based on truth-telling and reconciliation.
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25 Years’ Service Awards
Awards are presented each year to Academic and Professional Services Staff who have served
the University for 25 years.
THE 2022 RECIPIENTS OF THE 25 YEARS’ SERVICE AWARD ARE:

Professor Aditya Ghose
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Professor Aditya Ghose is an outstanding academic. He is a brilliant
researcher who routinely generates great ideas with high impact. He is a
brilliant educator. He enjoys interacting with his students as much as his
students enjoy interacting with him. He has served as a very effective
mentor. Aditya has delivered successful research projects for some of the
world's leading IT companies (IBM, Xerox, Infosys and similar). He has
delivered value via his work with medical colleagues (at Wollongong
Hospital, Ingham Institute). More recently, he has been active in his
research with Defence. Aditya is highly valued as an HDR supervisor (he
has 25 PhD completions and has been nominated for the research
supervision award on 23 occasions).

Dr Charles Hawksley
Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr Charles Hawksley has been an invaluable member of the Politics and
International Studies discipline. His research and teaching have always
had a strong commitment to social justice and progressive politics. He
focuses on the politics of Oceania, ranging the gamut from questions of
food security and aid through intervention and state building. His
teaching has similarly picked up this wide range of themes, engaging
with political theory, methods, and human rights. His support for
students is exemplary, including most recently leading teaching trips to
New Caledonia. Charles is a loved teacher by his students and a
supportive colleague, his research interests and personality have shaped
the discipline invaluably.
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Karen Lovasz
Research Services
Karen Lovasz has made key contributions to staff training and
development, and outstanding research management across UOW.
These contributions commenced with her work in PODS, through
Faculty research support roles including in SMAH's foundational
research unit, to her current role advising UOW as Manager of Strategic
Research Projects. Karen’s high-level expertise in policy analysis, writing
and development, combined with her strong sense of ethics and
integrity have formed the basis for the respect provided by her peers
and colleagues. Karen is recognised for her impeccable professional
profile, knowledge, and sustained sound decision-making across wideranging aspects of University business.

Dr Darryl McAndrew
Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Dr Darryl McAndrew has been an integral member of the Faculty, firstly
as manager for the Anatomy lab before completing his PhD and
securing a position as a foundation academic staff member of Graduate
School of Medicine. As an anatomist, and the Anatomy licensee, Darryl
has done an outstanding job of promoting the teaching of anatomy.
Darryl established UOW’s Body Donation Program and has provided
inspirational teaching for medical and science students. More recently,
Darryl has made a substantial contribution as Head of Students for the
Graduate School of Medicine. During the COVID pandemic he has
provided leadership and support for students facing the challenges of
learning in a COVID impacted environment.

Tim McDonald
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Tim McDonald has made a valued and sustained contribution to UOW
across several business units and faculties. He is a trusted adviser to
many, thanks to his keen attention to detail and his passion for
improving processes and quality assurance. Particularly in critical
situations where a knowledge of numerous policies and systems is
paramount, Tim can always be relied on to go the extra mile to get the
best possible outcome for staff and students. UOW has benefited
immensely from Tim's dedication to providing the highest quality
service.
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Christine O'Brien
Human Resources Division
Christine O'Brien is the definition of a quiet achiever. Despite ongoing
change within roles, Christine just moves on and gets the job done.
Christine has worked across a number of finance, HR and
administrative positions and she always provides an excellent level of
service and makes valuable contributions to her team. Christine is
respected by team-mates as well as academic and professional services
staff across the University. Not only that, but Christine also has a wicked
sense of humour and makes work a better place to be. Christine is a
genuine and true individual, insightful and honest and an asset to
UOW.

Mirella Ward
Facilities Management Division
Mirella Ward started her career at UOW as a casual with Buildings &
Grounds (now FMD) based at Campus East. She has had a few short
stints in other areas but has spent most of her working life as the
welcoming face at the FMD Service Centre where she is now team
leader. Her dedication to our clients’ needs and her always smiling and
happy demeanour, no matter the circumstances, typifies why she is
such a valued and well-liked member of the FMD team.

Stacey Young
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Stacey Young is a well-known, respected and loved member of the
Faculty. Stacey’s adaptability and willingness to support the faculties
needs has resulted in her holding various positions from Student
Administrative Assistant, Finance Officer, to her current role of
Technical Operations Support Officer. Her institutional knowledge and
strong work ethic have given her a reputation of being reliable and
trusted by staff and students. She holds great pride in all her work,
which is accompanied by a deep consideration and care for others.
Her professionalism, eagerness to assist others and overall pleasant
demeanour makes her an invaluable member of the Faculty.
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Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and Student
Life) Recognition of Learning and Teaching
Each year students, colleagues and alumni are invited to nominate an individual or team for an
Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning (OCTAL) Award. Individuals or teams with
two or more valid nominations and an endorsement from their Faculty, Division or Unit receive
a DVC (Academic and Student Life) Recognition of Learning and Teaching. This certificate
marks strong learning and teaching practice.
Successful nominees are also invited to develop and submit an application for an OCTAL Award.
These awards recognise and reward UOW staff who make a difference and enrich the learning
experience of students.
THE 2022 NOMINEES WHO HAVE RECEIVED A DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR (ACADEMIC AND
STUDENT LIFE) RECOGNITION OF LEARNING AND TEACHING ARE:

Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Bushra Khan

Hironori Onuki

Tam Ha

Conor West

Joakim Eidenfalk

Tatiana Andersen

Corinne Green

Lilian Ariztimuno

Tiffani Apps

David Pedersen

Michelle Eady

Tim Byron

Elise Van De Jagt

Noelene Weatherby-Fell

Tracey Woolrych

Fiona Whitelaw

Shawn Burns

Helen Taylor

Shoshana Dreyfus

Faculty of Business and Law
Abdullah Al Mamun

Maria Kim

Sanja Pupovac

David Tan

Mercedez Hinchcliff

Searat Ali

Erin Twyford

Michael Mehmet

Sharna Wiblen

Hajar Roudaki

Mona Nikidehaghani

Tairan Kevin Huang

Jenny Wang

Quinn Nguyen

Liangbo Ma

Ryan Kernaghan
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Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
Azucena Cabello

Joseph Tonien

Robyn Hughes

Duncan Fisher

Laura Cartwright

Son Lam Phung

Ellen Zhao

Lorna Jarrett

Tieling Zhang

Emma Heffernan

Marcella Bernardo Papini

Tim Jackson

Fenghui Ren

Mark Freeman

Ting Ren

Guangming Jiang

Matthew Christie

Xueqiao Liu

Hassan Hosseinzadeh

Ngoc Thuy Le

Zhengyi Jiang

Holly Tootell

Panagiotis Theoharis

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Alisa Bursill

Helen McGregor

Peta Drury

Amy Dougherty

Jody Gorman

Rita Chang

Amy Montgomery

Jody Moller

Suzi Russell

Christopher Richardson

Kim Allen

Theresa Larkin

Eugene Poh

Kimberley Livingstone

Grant Kinghorn

Nikki Curthoys

Learning, Teaching and Curriculum
Stephane Cordier

UOW College (Hong Kong)
Maria Jose Pareji Lopez
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